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Migrating to 
the Open:
Moving Scholarly Journals to 
the IR
Ellen Phillips
University of New Hampshire 
School of Law
Each Journal is Unique
Step One: Secure the Rights
• What groups published the journal in the past?
• Did the university work with any outside groups?
• Clues in old print back issues?
• Each journal should have a Permissions Editor, often a faculty 
member.
Step Two: Inventory the Journal
• Compare mastheads for differences in document types.
• Look at publication dates & frequency.
• Special issues and editorial trends.
• Check your back file against a commercial database.
Step Three: Decisions, Decisions, Decisions
• Pick a Creative Commons License for your site (optional).
• Decisions on labels (ex: Journal Matter vs. Front Matter).
• Preserve as Published?
• Masthead & TOC as a separate article? Who is the author?
• Custom citation field?
• Standardize titles for reoccurring articles such as Editor’s Notes, 
Book Reviews, etc.
Step Four: Workflow Development
• Document workflow.
• Prepare to revise as needed.
• Update documentation.
• Share.
Law School 
Journals in the 
Scholars’ 
Repository
In the past year UNH Law has added 
three journals to Digital Commons. 
UNH Law Review
• Flagship publication
• Two to four issues per year
• Recreates print as closely as possible 
UNH Law Review
• Annual Training Event
• bepress
• ILL Presentation
• Vendor Sponsorship
• Ongoing Support
• Tutorials
• Additional Training 
and Troubleshooting 
as needed
Creating Buy-in, Increasing Enthusiasm
RISK 
(1990-2002)
• Legacy Journal
• Peer Reviewed
• Scientific Content
• Previously Hosted 
Online as 
Individual Articles
RISK 
(1990-2002)
• Previously Hosted 
Online as 
Individual Articles
UNH Law Alumni 
Magazine
A Legacy Comes Back to Life
Metrics Prove Value
• Start gathering 
data.
• Refine collection 
strategy later.
• Check Dashboard 
frequently for 
interesting 
activity.
Ellen Phillips
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Discussion
• How to handle title 
changes.
• Indexing Tips.
• Excel hacks for quick batch 
formatting.
How to Handle Title Changes
Configuration PageUser Side View
Indexing ≠ Cataloging
• Indexing
• Keyword development
• Taxonomy Terms
• No scope notes, but you can review 
sources (MeSH, CILP). Some sources 
are clearer than others.
• Terms from a commercial database 
not preferred, check your license.
• Use terms from author’s own 
webpage (SSRN, Selected Works, 
ResearchGate, etc.) instead.
• Cataloging
• MARC tags
• Subject Headings
• LCSH has scope notes.
• Copying allowed using OCLC 
software
• Can base one record on another. 
Excel Hacks for Quick Batch Formatting
